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“The timid civilized world has found nothing with which to oppose the onslaught of
a sudden revival of barefaced barbarity, other than concessions and smiles.” ~ 
Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn, Anne Applebaum (2007). “The Gulag Archipelago 
Volume 2: An Experiment in Literary Investigation”, Harper Perennial Modern 
Classics

It is rather obvious that the wearing of a mask at the demand of the state has become the single 
signifying behavior that exposes the level of obedience to power that is necessary in order for 
the ruling class to gain total control. This may seem to be a simplistic analysis, and in many 
ways it is, but it has served as the most important gauge of the psyche of the average citizen. 
This gauge has been the basis of many despicable policy decisions made by the rulers and their 
pawns in government. If the people can be made to obey on command totally ridiculous 
mandates, orders that are completely illogical on their face, then they can be easily fooled into 
giving up their freedom. This is done through fear mongering, even in light of the fact that 
there is nothing to fear. It is all illusion, and therefore it is clear that it is simply a staged ploy 
meant to gain acquiescence from the masses, so that power can be gained and control 
solidified.

Just yesterday, the possible new president, Joe Biden, said he would ask all Americans to wear 
masks for 100 days once elected. This would serve as a federal expansion of the local mask 
commands to further gauge the public’s obedience level, so as to better understand how far the 
government could push its agendas. So far, those agendas have advanced almost unimpeded, 
and at lightening speed, and this is set to continue. With any additional compliance by even 
more Americans, they would show that they were ripe for even greater and more restrictive 
tyranny. This sounds almost like a game. Biden told the Communist News Network (CNN) that
“he believed there would be a “significant reduction” in Covid-19 cases if every American 
wore a face covering.” This statement is asinine on its face! He also said he would order masks 
to be worn in all government buildings. While there is no apparent legal authority for a 
president to force mask wearing, the consequences of such action as threatened would certainly
encourage the useless governors and all other local politicians to expand enforcement. This 
would serve as a recipe for much additional restriction and regulation.

There is no evidence whatsoever that wearing a mask can protect against any viral agent, and 
even the evil Fauci stated on 60 Minutes last March that: “There’s no reason to be walking 
around with a mask. Face masks might make people “feel a little bit better,” but they simply 
don’t protect people and, instead, bring “unintended consequences.” “When it comes to 
preventing coronavirus, public health officials have been clear: Healthy people do not need to 
wear a face mask to protect themselves from COVID-19.” In reality, wearing masks depletes 
vital oxygen, impedes breathing, increases intake of expelled carbon dioxide, causes extreme 
stress, harms the immune system, and increases the risk of sickness and the possibility of viral 
replication in the body. In other words, no healthy person should ever be wearing a mask, 
especially long term.
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Once one has proper and truthful information, it should be abundantly clear that mandated 
mask wearing is nothing more than a test to determine the weakness and gullibility of the 
people at large. But this test, insisted on by government agents, and meant only to judge the 
compliance level of its citizens, does deadly harm. This is and has been known by the 
government advocates of these policies all along. There is much liability here, and the public 
should hold these criminals to account. One way to stop tyranny is to reverse the risk by 
placing it on the perpetrators of this fraud. Many should be jailed!

One way to understand what mask wearing is all about, is to just look around. As I go about my
normal business, and travel around the state and country, I see mass acceptance of wearing 
masks. At times, I am the only one not sporting some sort of face covering. Many have on 
filthy masks; masks that are very loose, masks worn below the nose and at times even below 
the mouth. Others have a loose bandana, or one of the wide-open face shields. No one is 
protected, and in fact is making himself more susceptible to sickness by donning these 
worthless face diapers. If any actually thought that a contagious and deadly killer virus was 
evident, they would never leave their house in the first place for fear of death. It is as if most 
are just trying to fit in, to not rock the boat, and to not have any conflict. They do this with the 
understanding that there is really nothing to fear, but they take orders anyway because they are 
terrified to be different. This attitude by the herd is well known to the ruling class, and that is 
much of the reason that this mask nonsense has been successful.

The next government test to come to gauge compliance will be much more devastating. This 
publically accepted mask fiasco has given the powerful ammunition to go to the next step. That
next step will be the release of a toxic and virulent vaccine. The mask wearing has been very 
harmful in many ways, but the vaccine will be deadly.

Consider that all the terror inflicted by the claimed ruling ‘elites’ through their pawns in 
government has been done in steps over a long period of time. Once the general population 
accepts minor restrictions, more demanding restrictions will always follow. This fake Covid 
situation began last February in the U.S. with dire predictions. Once fear was more universal, 
stronger measures were forthcoming. Then a few lockdowns were mandated, and a national 
emergency was declared. Once this was in place, the state governors began to also declare 
emergency status, and began to shut down their states. Next, the demand to close small 
businesses was nationwide. Social distancing mandates began, and schools were closed. As 
time went by, more demands and restrictions were ordered, and threats of extension of 
lockdown policies became common. The ‘casedemic’ was then launched in order to create out 
of thin air another wave of panic. Mandatory mask wearing and testing became rampant, and 
now the public is ripe for a killer vaccine.

This was all planned for many years, but this “Great Reset” is now getting closer to fruition 
every day. Once the next mask mandate comes, and acceptance by this pathetic society is 
evident, the more dangerous plans will be unleashed.

Take off your mask! Do not put it on again. Refuse to be a stooge for the state, and reverse
this devastating plot against humanity. When all take off their masks, the state will become 
impotent, and will be forced to back down. This will happen because it will indicate mass 
disobedience, and therefore will help nullify all state orders. Those wearing masks will then be 
in the minority, while the new non-mask wearers will again be the majority, and then they can 



still be a part of the herd.

Consider masks the sign of things to come. Wearing them means extreme tyranny, and taking 
them off means freedom. The choice is yours.

“The doctrine of blind obedience and unqualified submission to any human power, 
whether civil or ecclesiastical, is the doctrine of despotism.” ~ Sarah Grimke, 
Angelina Grimke (2015). “On Slavery and Abolitionism: Essays and Letters”, p.97, 
Penguin
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